
A HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS AND CHRONOLOGY OF IMPORTANT

EVENTS

The Early Egyptians. Written Egyptian Numbers. Oldest Mathematical Text Ancient Egypt. Babylonians have
multiplication tables. Early Chinese Mathematics.

He also worked on elliptic functions and discovered Abelian functions. Algebra comes from the Arabic word
al-jabr, an ancient medical term meaning "the reunion of broken parts. The manuscript was not published until
 It considers indeterminate equations, Horner 's method, areas of geometrical figures and linear simultaneous
equations. It covers trigonometry, containing trigonometric tables and the theory behind their construction. His
attempts to relate mortality and age in a population and proves highly influential in the future production of
actuarial tables in life insurance. It contains the earliest mention of a magnetic compass. It is a compilation of
treatises on mathematics, mechanics, and related areas. Lambert also worked on geometry and cartography,
created map projections, and foreshadowed the discovery of non-Euclidean spaces. This is the system on
which our current notation is based. His arithmetic explains the division of fractions and the extraction of
square and cubic roots square root of 57,; cubic root of 3, , in an almost modern manner. It taught arithmetic
both by the old abacus method and the new Indian method. About Hermann of Reichenau sometimes called
Hermann the Lame or Hermann Contractus writes treatises on the abacus and the astrolabe. About BC The
Babylonians solve linear and quadratic algebraic equations, compile tables of square and cube roots. His
theories explain the eccentric orbits of comets, the tides and their variations, the precession of the Earth's axis,
and motion of the Moon. Lagrange also wrote about classical and celestial mechanics, and helped establish the
metric system in Europe. It is beyond the scope is this study to discuss every single mathematician who has
made significant contributions to the subject, just as it is impossible to describe all aspects of a discipline as
huge in its scope as mathematics. Pierre-Simon Laplace â€” was a French mathematician and scientist. About
BC Apollonius of Perga writes Conics in which he introduces the terms " parabola ", " ellipse " and "
hyperbola ". Joseph Fourier â€” was a French mathematician, and a friend and advisor of Napoleon. Leonhard
Euler â€” was one the greatest mathematicians in history. It can multiply, divide and extract roots. About
Chinese start to use a symbol for zero. Harriot also observes the moons of Jupiter but does not publish his
work. As well as work on the pendulum he investigates evolutes and involutes of curves and finds the evolutes
of the cycloid and of the parabola. Non-Euclidean Geometry Charles Babbage â€” was a British
mathematician, philosopher and engineer. It uses decimal fractions in the modern form and gives the first
account of Pascal's triangle. Augustin-Louis Cauchy â€” was a French mathematician and physicist. Graph A
graph is a pictorial representation of statistical data or of a functional relationship between variables. About
Alcuin of York writes elementary texts on arithmetic, geometry and astronomy. He invented some of the first
mechanical calculators, as well as working on projective geometry, probability and the physics of the vacuum.
For example, when civilization began to trade, a need to count was created. Three years later, he proved that it
is impossible to solve quintic equations â€” by independently inventing group theory. Some of the many
resources available for further study of both included and excluded elements are listed in the Sources section.
He uses vowels for the unknowns and consonants for known quantities. About House of Wisdom set up in
Baghdad. Algebra The first treatise on algebra was written by Diophantus of Alexandria in the 3rd century B.
It applies arithmetical and algebraic methods to the solution of various problems, including several geometric
ones.


